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NOT FOR  RELEASE,  DISTRIBUTION  OR  PUBLICATION,  DIRECTLY  OR INDIRECTLY,  IN  OR TO  THE
UNITED STATES, AUSTRALIA, CANADA, JAPAN, THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA OR ANY OTHER
JURISDICTION IN WHICH THE PUBLICATION, DISTRIBUTION OR RELEASE OF THIS ANNOUNCEMENT
WOULD BE UNLAWFUL. PLEASE SEE THE SECTION ENTITLED "DISCLAIMER" AT THE END OF THIS
ANNOUNCEMENT.

This announcement is an advertisement and does not constitute a prospectus and investors must
subscribe  for  or  purchase  any  shares  referred  to  in  this  announcement  only  on  the  basis  of
information contained in the prospectus published by Round Hill Music Royalty Fund Limited (the
"Prospectus") and not in reliance on this announcement. A copy of the Prospectus will, subject to
certain  access  restrictions,  shortly  be  available  for  inspection  on  the  Company's  website:
www.roundhillmusicroyaltyfund.com and  at  the  registered  office  of  the  Company.  This
announcement does not constitute, and may not be construed as, an offer to sell or an invitation to
purchase, investments of any description, or a recommendation regarding the issue or the provision
of investment advice by any party.

13 October 2020

ROUND HILL MUSIC ROYALTY FUND LIMITED

Intention to Float

Round Hill Music Royalty Fund Limited (the “Company”) today announces its intention to launch an
initial public offering (“IPO”) on the Specialist Fund Segment of the Main Market of the London Stock
Exchange, by way of a placing and offer for subscription targeting the issue of 375 million ordinary
shares (the “Ordinary Shares”) at an issue price of US$1.00 per Ordinary Share. The Prospectus will
shortly be made available on the Company’s website www.roundhillmusicroyaltyfund.com.

The Company is a newly incorporated non-cellular Guernsey company. The Company’s Investment
Objective is to provide investors with an attractive level of regular and growing income and capital
returns from investment primarily in high quality, music intellectual property. In order to achieve its
Investment  Objective  the  Company  will  invest  in  a  songwriter’s  copyright  interest  in  a  musical
composition or song (being their writer’s share, their publisher’s share and their performance rights)
together with the rights in the recording of the musical composition or song (known as the master
recording rights) (“Copyrights”) together with all such rights and assets considered by its investment
manager, Round Hill Music LP ("Round Hill" or the "Investment Manager") to be ancillary thereto.

Founded in 2010, Round Hill is a fully integrated owner and operator of music copyright properties
and the seventh largest  music  publishing  company in  the US.  Headquartered in  New York  with
additional offices in Nashville, Los Angeles and London, Round Hill has an experienced management
and investment team with an established reputation and extensive experience in the music and
finance industries.  

Round Hill  has identified a seasoned portfolio of iconic Catalogues (the “Pipeline Investments”1)
with established steady state revenues that the Company intends to acquire with the IPO proceeds.
Artists whose works are included within the Pipeline Investments include: The Beatles, Celine Dion,

1 It should be noted that (aside from certain provisions of the Letter of Intent intended to be entered
into) there will be no legally binding agreements in place concerning the acquisition of the Pipeline
Investments and there can be no guarantee that any such agreements will be entered into or that
the Company will acquire all or some of the Pipeline Investments.



The Rolling Stones, Louis Armstrong, Marvin Gaye, Elvis Presley, Percy Sledge, Bush, James Brown,
Bonnie  Tyler,  The  Supremes,  Meat  Loaf,  Backstreet  Boys,  The  Offspring,  Phil  Collins,  George
Harrison,  Beck,  Kid  Rock,  N  Sync,  Katy  Perry,  Bruno  Mars,  Kiss,  Lady  Antebellum  and  Carrie
Underwood and many more.

The Pipeline Investments include over 40 Catalogues and comprises more than 120,000 songs. It
contains a number of classics including “What A Wonderful World, “She Loves You”, “From Me To
You”, “Total Eclipse Of the Heart", “When A Man Loves A Woman”, “Stop! In The Name of Love”,
“You Can’t Hurry Love”, “Santa Baby”, “Just The Way You Are (Amazing)”, “Need You Now”, and
many, many more. Click the link below to listen to more: 

Unless  the  context  otherwise  requires,  capitalised  terms  used  in  this  announcement  have  the
meanings given to them in the Prospectus.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS

IPO Highlights

 The Company is targeting a raise of US $375m gross proceeds by means of a placing and
offer  for  subscription  of  Ordinary  Shares  priced  at  US  $1.00  per  Ordinary  Share  to  be
admitted to trading on the Specialist Fund Segment of the Main Market of the London Stock
Exchange.

 The Company is targeting total returns of 9-11 per cent. per annum, including a dividend
yield of 4.5 per cent2.

 Returns  from  copyrights  are  anticipated  to  generate  income and  capital  growth  that  is
largely uncorrelated to equity market movements and the effects of wider economic cycles
including the effects of Covid-19.

 Cenkos Securities plc (“Cenkos”) is acting as sole bookrunner and financial adviser to the
Company.

Leading investment manager with track record in the music publishing sector

 Round Hill’s ten-year track record spans three private funds that have delivered 17 per cent.
gross IRR for investors through a range of economic cycles and in the process generated over
US $175m of net royalty income. 

 Round Hill is a leading specialist investor in music copyrights and has professionals within
offices in London, Los Angeles, New York and Nashville. 

 The management team is  comprised of industry veterans:  Josh Gruss,  Neil  Gillis,  Richard
Rowe, Steve Clark, Erich Carey, Amanda Siconolfi and Shannon Farley who between them
have  over  200  years’  experience  across  music  publishing,  recorded  music,  finance  and
investment.

2 The target returns are targets only and not profit forecasts. There can be no assurance that these
targets will be met.



 Round Hill and individual members of the management team have committed to subscribe,
in aggregate, US $10 million in the IPO.

Established Pipeline Investments

 The Pipeline Investments consist of more than 40 catalogues, comprising over 120,000 songs
including enduring and culturally iconic catalogues.

 To date, over US $115m of net royalty income has been generated from the Pipeline 
Investments.

 Over 80 per cent. of the income generated by the top 25 musical compositions were in 
respect of compositions written between 1950 and 2010.

 Currently anticipated net IPO proceeds to be invested within just 3-6 months, keeping cash 
drag at a minimum.

Robust pipeline of blue-chip catalogues

 In addition to the Pipeline Investments, Round Hill has sourced a strong pipeline of potential
acquisition opportunities.

 Deal origination is a major source of expertise for Round Hill and a cornerstone of Round
Hill’s  success with over 85 per cent.  of catalogues acquired to 30 June 2020 sourced by
Round Hill through proprietary deals.

Round Hill’s expertise extends to in-house asset optimisation with a track record of value creation

 Zync, an internal team specialising in synchronisation in music placement in film, advertising,
TV, trailers, sports, video games and more with over US $100m in additional value generated
since 2002 for owners.

 Internal teams at Round Hill handle all aspects of copyright registration, royalty collection,
licensing,  song  placement,  re-packing  and  re-issuing  master  recordings,  portfolio
management and value creation.

Increasingly positive outlook for music royalties

 Technological innovation continues to drive new sources of music income with a surge in
streaming penetration from digital platforms such as Spotify, YouTube, Pandora, Facebook,
Tik Tok and Amazon.

 There are increasing synchronisation opportunities supported by ongoing growth in new
content providers such as Netflix and Amazon, in addition to traditional sources such as TV,
advertising and covers. 

 Further  improvements  also continue to be made on the ongoing efficiency  of  copyright
registration and royalty collection.

Genuinely alternative asset class

 Performance  and  income  from  music  royalty  assets  are  largely  uncorrelated  to  equity
market  movements,  economic  cycles,  interest  rate  movements  or  commodity  price
movements, with upside potential from in-house optimisation expertise and positive market
fundamentals.



 Downside risks mitigated by the diversity and quality of Pipeline Investments consisting of
iconic assets with enduring value.

 Covid-19 has demonstrated the enduring resilience of the popularity in streaming services
and predictability of the revenues for music royalty income from established catalogues.

 Pipeline Investments diversified by genre and income type. 

Commenting on the investment company, Trevor Bowen, Chair of Round Hill Music Royalty Fund
Limited said:

“Round Hill Music Royalty Fund Limited plans to offer investors the opportunity to diversify their
portfolios with exposure to a strong collection of timeless catalogues, including a large number of
iconic classic hits that have a proven track record of long term performance. 

Round  Hill  Music  LP  has  established  itself  as  a  significant  music  publishing  business  through
compiling high quality  music  copyright catalogues over the past  decade.  They were the obvious
choice  for  a  manager  in  this  compelling  alternative  asset  class  and  we  are  delighted  to  offer
investors access to a listed investment company under their stewardship.”

Josh Gruss, CEO of Round Hill Music LP commented:

“We are delighted at the prospect of listing Round Hill Music Royalty Fund Limited on the London
Stock Exchange. It is our hope that this easily accessible investment company will become a major
part of our business. The prospect of offering investors the opportunity to potentially own a seed
portfolio comprised of a flagship collection of Round Hill’s assets that has been carefully curated by
our team over the past decade is very exciting. Round Hill  as a business has carefully created a
catalogue of songs that are timeless and high quality and we look forward to having the opportunity
to develop and diversify the business further as a listed entity in London.”

EXPECTED TIMETABLE

Each of the dates set out below and mentioned elsewhere in this announcement may be adjusted by
the Company, in which event details of the new times and dates will be notified to the FCA and the
London Stock Exchange. 

Publication of the Prospectus Mid-October 2020

Publication of the results of the Issue Early November 2020

Admission of and dealings in Ordinary Shares Mid-November 2020

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Round Hill
Josh Gruss, Chairman and CEO via Buchanan below
Neil Gillis, President



Cenkos 
Sales:
Justin Zawoda-Martin +44 20 7397 1923
Daniel Balabanoff +44 20 7397 1909
Andrew Worne +44 20 7397 1912

Corporate:
James King +44 20 7397 1913
Will Talkington +44 20 7397 1910

Buchanan 
Charles Ryland +44 20 7466 5107
Henry Wilson +44 20 7466 5111
Hannah Ratcliff +44 20 7466 5102

OTHER INFORMATION

The Company will apply to the London Stock Exchange for its Ordinary Shares to be admitted to
trading on the Specialist Fund Segment of the Main Market of the London Stock Exchange.

A copy of  the Prospectus  will  shortly  be submitted to the National  Storage Mechanism and be
available for inspection on the Company’s website: www.roundhillmusicroyaltyfund.com.

Investment Objective

The Company’s Investment Objective is to provide investors with an attractive level of regular and
growing income and capital  returns from investment primarily  in high quality,  music  intellectual
property.

Investment Policy

In order to achieve its Investment Objective the Company will  invest in a songwriter ’s copyright
interest in a musical composition or song (being their writer’s share, their publisher’s share and their
performance rights) together with the rights in the recording of the musical composition or song
(known as the master recording rights) together with all such rights and assets considered by the
Investment Manager to be ancillary thereto.

Although typically the Company anticipates acquiring the entirety of a copyright owner’s interest in a
musical composition or song, the Company may acquire a lesser or minority interest in a Copyright
or Catalogue and enter into joint venture or other arrangements in respect of the same.

The Company intends to invest in small to medium sized Catalogues (typically 100-1000 Copyrights)
that are diversified by artist, genre, decade and royalty type. The Company also intends to invest
predominantly in classic, older Copyrights with enduring appeal and which experience consistent
usage. Such compositions have generally reached a steady state of earnings and are stabilised and
not subject to the natural decline in earnings and value that typically occurs within the initial ten
years of a composition’s life.

Typically, the revenue generated by the Copyrights will comprise:



 Performance  royalties: generated  from  public  performance,  broadcasting  and  digital
streaming.  This  includes:  terrestrial  and  satellite  radio  and  television  broadcasts,  live
concerts, music in bars, hotels, restaurants, shops, sporting events, cinemas, YouTube and
internet performances and theatrical performances.

 Mechanical royalties: fees the copyright owner receives upon the sale of any recording for
the use of the underlying musical composition. Every time a digital download or a physical
CD is sold a mechanical royalty is paid to the owner of the copyright.

 Synchronisation  royalties: collected  when  the  copyright  is  used  in  movies,  television
programming, advertising, ringtones and video games.

 Digital  interactive  royalties: digital  royalties  from  interactive  streaming  services  are
considered a hybrid of mechanical and performance royalties. In the UK and USA, 50 per
cent. of the royalty is paid by the streaming service as a performance royalty to the relevant
Performing Rights Organisations around the world. The remaining 50 per cent. is treated as a
mechanical royalty payable to the owner of the copyright.

 Other royalties: for example royalties generated from print or sheet music, greeting cards,
toys and clothing, and theatre music.

 Royalties  and  fees  payable  in  respect  of  master  recordings: master  recordings  are  the
copyright  in  the  master  recording  of  a  musical  composition  or  song.  They  earn
synchronisation  royalties  and  generate  income  from  sales  of  both  physical  and  digital
records  as  well  as  from  the  streaming  services.  Additionally,  master  recordings  earn
significant royalties from digital radio, YouTube and similar streaming platforms.

The Company will seek to acquire both the publishing and administration rights (being the right to
collect  royalties  and  revenues  and  commercially  exploit  the  Copyrights)  in  Copyrights  thereby
allowing it not only to collect all or some portion of the royalty revenues but also to create value and
unlock upside through diligent and creative Catalogue management.

The  majority  of  the  returns  from  the  Company’s  investments  will  be  derived  from  the  royalty
streams. However, Round Hill will seek to enhance returns through improved royalty collection, pro-
active licensing activity and increased usage and song exposure.

The Company may acquire Copyrights for consideration comprising cash and/or Shares. It may also
acquire vehicles (or interests in such vehicles) that own Catalogues as opposed to the Catalogues
themselves. It may also, subject to the approval of the Board and (save in respect of the Pipeline
Investments)  Shareholder  approval,  acquire  Copyrights  and  Catalogues  from  the  Investment
Manager,  parties  related  to  the  Investment  Manager  and  funds  managed  by  the  Investment
Manager.

Investment Restrictions

The Company will observe the following investment restrictions calculated, where relevant, at the
point of investment:

 when fully invested the Portfolio will comprise not less than 15 Catalogues;

 when fully invested the Portfolio will comprise not less than 5,000 musical compositions;



 the value of Copyrights from a single songwriter will not represent more than 25 per cent. of
Gross Asset Value;

 the value of a Copyright in a single song will not represent more than 20 per cent. of Gross
Asset Value;

 when fully invested, not more than 20 per cent. of the Gross Asset Value will be represented
by Copyrights that are less than 5 years old; and

 the Company will  not invest in closed-ended investment companies or other investment
funds.

Borrowing Policy

The Company may, from time to time, be geared through the use of borrowings. Borrowings would
principally be used for investment purposes. Gearing represented by borrowing will not exceed 25
per cent. of Economic NAV, calculated at the point of drawdown. 

Hedging and Derivatives

The  Company  will  only  utilise  Derivatives  for  efficient  portfolio  management.  In  particular,  the
Company may engage in  full  or  partial  foreign currency  hedging and interest  rate  hedging.  The
Company will not enter into such arrangements for investment purposes.

Cash Management

Pending investment, cash may be in cash or cash equivalents, money market instruments, bonds,
commercial paper or other debt obligations with banks or other counterparties having a single – A
(or equivalent) or higher credit rating as determined by an internationally recognised rating agency.

Information on Pipeline Investments

The Investment Manager has identified a portfolio of Catalogues the acquisition of which would be
consistent with the Company’s Investment Policy and the achievement of its Investment Objective.
The Pipeline Investments comprise the existing investments of Round Hill Fund One, a private fund
whose investments are managed by Round Hill. As at the date of this document, save for certain
provisions of the letter of intent to be entered into between the Company and Round Hill Fund One
on or before the date of publication of the Prospectus (the "Letter of Intent" or "LOI"), no binding
legal  agreements  have  been  entered  into  in  connection  with  the  acquisition  of  the  Pipeline
Investments and the entering into of any such agreements will be subject, inter alia, to satisfactory
due  diligence  being  carried  out  in  respect  of  the  Pipeline  Investments,  independent  valuation,
agreement on price and the approval of the limited partnership advisory counsel to Round Hill Fund
One.  In  addition,  given  the  “related  party”  nature  of  the  proposed  acquisition  of  the  Pipeline
Investments, it will also be subject to the approval of the Board, which intends to instruct Cenkos, as



financial  adviser,  to  advise  it  in  connection  with  the  proposed  acquisition  of  the  Pipeline
Investments. The Pipeline Investments have the following characteristics:

 US$363 million independent valuation as at 30 June 2020;

 historic organic growth rate of 4-5 per cent. per annum;

 over 120,000 musical compositions;

 40 plus individual Catalogues;

 over 80 per cent. of the income generated by the top 25 musical compositions were in
respect of compositions written between 1950 and 2010;

 diversified in terms of genre (Rock (approximately 32 per cent.), Country (approximately 24
per cent.), Pop (approximately 23 per cent.), Classical R&B (approximately 6 per cent.) and
Various (approximately 15 per cent.));

 diversified  in  terms  of  income  type  (performance  (approximately  38  per  cent.),  master
recordings  (approximately  22  per  cent.),  synchronisation  (approximately  22  per  cent.),
mechanical (approximately 16 per cent.) and other (approximately 2 per cent.));

 generated net royalty income in excess of US$115 million to date; and

 17 per cent. plus gross IRR return achieved.

Should the Pipeline Investments be acquired it is anticipated that the consideration would utilise
substantially all the Net Proceeds of the Initial Issue. Investors should note that, aside from certain
provisions of the Letter of Intent (details of which are set out below), there are no legally binding
agreements in place concerning the acquisition of the Pipeline Investments and there can be no
guarantee that any such agreements will be entered into or that the Company will acquire all or
any of the Pipeline Investments.

The Company and Round Hill Fund One intend to enter into a Letter of Intent on or before the date
of  publication  of  the Prospectus  under  the  terms of  which  Round Hill  Fund  One will  grant  the
Company a period of exclusivity (which will expire on or around 3 December 2020) to carry out due
diligence  into  the  Pipeline  Investments  and,  subject  to  the  satisfaction  of  various  conditions,
complete the acquisition of some or all of the Pipeline Investments. Under the terms of the LOI,
Round Hill Fund One has also agreed to pay the Company a break fee should Round Hill Fund One, in
the 3 month period following the expiry of the exclusivity period, dispose of all or a substantial part
of its assets to a third party or if substantially all of the limited partnership interests in Round Hill
Fund One are disposed of to a third party.

The maximum price to be paid by the Company for the Pipeline Investments is US$363 million. In the
event that the Net Proceeds of the Initial Issue are lower than the Company's target amount of
US$375 million, the Company intends to deploy substantially all of such Net Proceeds in acquiring a
proportionate part of the Pipeline Investments at the same valuation.

In addition to the proposed acquisition of the Pipeline Investments, Round Hill and its management
team  have  strong  industry  relationships  with  Copyright  holders,  publishers  and  music  and



entertainment executives which, to date, have allowed Round Hill to access a proprietary deal flow.
Typically the Investment Manager appraises more than 100 transactions per annum, has US$200
million of transactions under active consideration at any one time and has a longer term pipeline of
investment opportunities with a value of between US$500 million and US$1 billion. Accordingly, the
Company and Round Hill believe that suitable acquisition opportunities exist which would allow the
balance of the Net Proceeds to be deployed within 12 months following Initial Admission.

In the event that:

(i) the acquisition of the Pipeline Investments (or a proportionate part thereof) has not completed
within  six  months  of  Initial  Admission,  the  balance  of  the  Net  Proceeds  will  be  returned  to
Shareholders; and/or

(ii) without prejudice to (i) above, substantially all of the Net Proceeds of the Initial Issue have not
been invested within 12 months of Initial Admission, the balance of the uninvested cash will  be
returned to Shareholders,

and any such return of capital shall  be on such terms and in such manner as the Directors may
determine subject to, and in accordance with, the Articles and the Companies Law. 

Pending  the  acquisition  by  the  Company  of  the  Pipeline  Investments  (or  a  proportionate  part
thereof) the Company will not make any other investments pursuant to its Investment Policy.

The Investment Manager

Round Hill was founded in 2010 by Josh Gruss and is headquartered in New York with additional
offices  in  Nashville,  Los  Angeles  and  London.  Josh  is  joined  by  an  experienced  team  with  an
established  reputation  and  extensive  experience  in  the  music  and  finance  industries.  The
management  team  is  comprised  of  Josh  Gruss,  Steve  Clark,  Neil  Gillis,  Richard  Rowe,  Amanda
Siconolfi,  Shannon Farley and Erich Carey. The investment team is comprised of Josh Gruss,  Neil
Gillis, Richard Rowe and Amanda Siconolfi.

As a fully integrated owner and operator of music Copyright properties, Round Hill was strategically
constructed  to  combine  investment  experience  and  music  industry  expertise.  The  management
team has, in aggregate, over 200 years of experience including at Alfred Music Publishing, BMI, Bear
Stearns & Co., Concord Music Group, EMI, Deloitte, Dimensional Music Publishing, Goldman Sachs,
The Blackstone Group, Gruss Asset Management, Gruss & Co., R2M Music, S1 Songs, Sony, Sony/ATV
Music  Publishing  (“Sony/ATV”),  Unilever  and  Warner  Music  Group  (“WMG”).  Collectively,  the
investment team has been involved in over 125 individual Catalogue transactions totalling over US$1
billion (including transactions that did not involve Round Hill). With extensive music,  finance and
institutional investment experience, Round Hill believes that its team is outstanding in both scope
and quality within an industry dominated by music professionals.

Round Hill is consistently ranked in the top 10 music publishers in the US, and as of the most recent
quarter was ranked number seven by Billboard Magazine.

In addition, the investment team is supported by an experienced in-house publishing administration
team of 50 plus professionals. This team is responsible for assisting with operations, administration,
sales  and marketing  in  order  to  facilitate  and enhance copyright  registration,  royalty  collection,
licensing activity and proactive song placement.



Round Hill  is  a  member of  the National  Music  Publishers  Association (“NMPA”),  with  Neil  Gillis
having sat on the board of that organisation for over 10 years. Additionally Round Hill is a member of
the Association of Independent Music Publishers (“AIMP”), the Nashville Songwriters Association
International (“NSAI”), the UK’s Music Publishers’  Association (“MPA”) and Merlin Network, which
represents independent record labels.

Round Hill currently manages three private funds, including Round Hill Fund One, and has, since its
establishment  in  2010,  deployed  over  US$650  million  in  acquiring  more  than  70  Catalogues
comprising over 128,000 musical compositions. To date Round Hill has collected over US$175 million
of  Net  Publisher’s  Share  on  behalf  of  funds it  manages.  In  respect  of  the  private  funds that  it
manages Round Hill has achieved in excess of 17 per cent. gross IRR. 

Round Hill is a registered investment adviser under the US Investment Advisers Act and is regulated
by the SEC.

Management and Investment team

Josh Gruss (Chairman and CEO)

Josh Gruss is the Chairman, CEO and founder of Round Hill. Prior to founding Round Hill, from 2002
to 2009,  Josh worked at  Gruss  Asset  Management,  a  London and New York  based hedge fund
focused  on  event  driven  investing  with  US$2  billion  assets  under  management,  where  he  held
various  positions  of  increasing  responsibility,  most  recently  as  a  Partner  and  member  of  the
investment  and  executive  committees.  Concurrently,  from  2003  to  2011,  he  was  also  a  Vice
President at Gruss & Co., Inc., where he was a member of the investment and executive committees.
From 1999 to 2001, Josh worked in investment banking at Bear Stearns & Co. From 1997 to 1999, he
worked at Warner Music Group as an Assistant Director in product development. Josh graduated
with a B.A. from Trinity College and earned an M.B.A. from both Columbia University and London
Business School. Josh is also a Trustee and Alumnus of Berklee College of Music in Boston. Josh is a
trained guitarist, having recorded and performed with several groups. He is also a BMI songwriter
and has written two Billboard Top 40 rock songs.

Steve Clark (COO)

Steve Clark has recently joined Round Hill as its Chief Operating Officer. Previously, Steve was the
Executive Vice President of Global Operations at Warner Chappell Music where he worked for nearly
two decades. At Warner Chappell Music, Steve was responsible for restructuring business operations
and the development and rollout of the global contracts, copyright and royalty system, which allows
songwriters and composers to view statements and other metrics online and via mobile applications.
Prior to joining Warner Chappell Music, Steve worked for ten years at the sheet music specialists,
International  Music  Publications  Limited,  where  he  rose  through  the  ranks  to  become  head  of
Publishing and Copyright. He has served on many high profile music industry committees including
the  UK  boards  of  the  Music  Publishers  Association,  the  International  Confederation  of  Music
Publishers and the International Music Publishers Association. 

Steve has a degree in music from Liverpool University and is an accomplished musician.

Neil Gillis (President)

Neil Gillis is the President of Round Hill. Previously, in 2010, Neil was a managing director and Head
of Publishing at Alfred Music Publishing. From 2006 to 2010, he was President of S1 Songs America
as well as its predecessor Dimensional Music Publishing. From 1990 to 2006, Neil held positions of
increasing responsibility at WMG, most recently as Senior Vice President of Creative Music Solutions.



From 1984 to 1990, he was the Head of International for BMI. Neil serves on the boards of the BMI
Foundation,  the  Johnny  Mercer  Foundation  and  the  National  Music  Publishers  Association.  He
graduated with a B.S. from Hofstra University. Neil is also a classically trained French horn player and
jazz guitarist.

Richard Rowe (Vice Chairman)

Richard Rowe is  the Vice  Chairman of  Round Hill.  From 2006 to 2010,  Richard was a Founding
Partner of R2M Music. From 2005 to 2006 he worked at Kingstreet Music (aka Crosstown Music)
running their North American publishing company. From 1991 to 1993, Richard was President of
Sony Music Publishing International. He was the President of Sony Music Publishing (which became
Sony ATV) from 1993 to 2005 where he executed the deal which formed the joint venture between
Sony  and  Michael  Jackson  (ATV).  Richard  was  director  of  Business  Affairs  for  Sony  Records  UK
(formerly CBS Records UK) from 1982 to 1991. He joined CBS Records International in London and
New York in 1978. Richard graduated with a B.A. in Business Law from City of London College and
the College of Law. He was admitted in 1978 as a Solicitor in the UK.

Amanda Siconolfi (CFO, Finance and Investments)

Amanda is the CFO (Finance & Investments) of Round Hill, having joined in 2015. Previously, she was
a private entity investor at Greenbriar Equity Group, a US$3.5 billion private equity firm, where she
focused  on  middle  market  leveraged  buyouts  in  the  transportation  and  transportation-related
industries.  Prior  to that,  Amanda was a natural  resources investment banker at Goldman Sachs,
where she advised clients on mergers, acquisitions, debt and equity transactions. Amanda received a
B.B.A. from the Ross School of Business at the University of Michigan with concentrations in Finance
and Accounting.

Shannon Farley (CFO, Funds and Financial Operations and Compliance Officer)

Shannon is  the CFO (Funds,  Financial  Operations  and Compliance Officer  of  Round Hill),  having
joined in 2018. Previously she was Assistant Vice President at The Blackstone Group, where she
spent more than a decade working on private equity funds in the real estate finance group. Prior to
that,  Shannon was a Senior  Financial  Analyst for Unilever North America,  where she worked on
brand consolidation and  financial reporting in the performance reporting and analysis group. She
began  her  career  as  a  Senior  Auditor  at  Deloitte  & Touche  in  the  Banking  & Securities  group.
Shannon  graduated  from  Rutgers  Business  School  with  a  B.S.  in  Accounting  and  a  minor  in
Economics. She is a Certified Public Accountant.

Erich Carey (Senior Vice President, Business and Legal Affairs)

Erich  joined  Round  Hill  in  2019  and  is  responsible  for  overseeing  all  aspects  concerning  the
acquisition, licensing and legal protection of Copyrights in the Round Hill Catalogues. An experienced
industry attorney, Erich joined Round Hill from the National Music Publishers Association (NMPA) in
Washington, where he worked for four years as Vice President and Senior Counsel, helping pass the
landmark Music Modernization Act and securing an increase in streaming royalty rates for music
publishers before the Copyright Royalty Board. Prior to joining the NMPA, Erich worked for six years
as an associate in the prominent digital, media and entertainment practice group in the New York
office of law firm Pryor Cashman LLP. Erich graduated with honors from Fordham University School
of Law where he served as the Editor-in-Chief of Intellectual Property, Media and Entertainment Law
Journal and received his B.A. magna cum from Amherst College. Erich is also an actively performing
singer/ songwriter and has composed two full-length albums.



The Board of Directors

The Directors are responsible for the determination of the Company’s Investment Policy and have
overall  responsibility for the Company’s activities including the review of investment activity and
performance and the control and supervision of the Company’s service providers. All of the Directors
are non-executive and are independent of Round Hill and the other service providers. 

The Directors will meet at least four times a year,  inter alia, to review and assess the Company’s
Investment Policy, the risk profile of the Company, the Company’s investment performance, the
performance of the Company’s service providers, including Round Hill and the Administrator, and
generally to supervise the conduct of its affairs.

The Directors are as follows:

Trevor Bowen (aged 71) (Independent non-executive Director) (Chairman)

Trevor is an experienced director with over 30 years’  experience spanning a variety of industries.
Trevor spent 11 years as a partner of KPMG and 17 years helping to manage U2 and other artists.
Trevor has acted as a non-executive director on a number of boards (he is currently a non-executive
director of CEIBA Investments Limited and Kennedy Wilson Investments Inc.) most notably as a non-
executive  director  of  Ulster  Bank which included  six  years  as  the  chairman of  the Bank’s  audit
committee. He is an Irish national and a qualified Chartered Accountant.

Caroline Chan (aged 54) (Independent non-executive Director)

Caroline is a Guernsey Advocate and has recently retired as a partner from Mourant Ozannes in
Guernsey.  Caroline  is  an  experienced  corporate  lawyer  who  has  advised  on  mergers  and
acquisitions,  stock  exchange listings,  investment  funds,  private  equity,  financings  and regulatory
work. After studying law at St Anne’s College Oxford, Caroline trained and qualified as an English
solicitor with Allen & Overy where she spent nearly nine years including three years in their Hong
Kong office. Caroline joined Ozannes on her return to Guernsey in 1998, spending nine years with
that  firm,  followed  by  eight  years  at  Ogier,  another  offshore  firm,  before  re-joining  Mourant
Ozannes in 2015.

Francis Keeling (aged 47) (Independent non-executive Director)

Francis  is  an  experienced  media  and  music  industry  professional  and  is  currently  senior  vice
president of International Digital at Discovery Inc., the global leader in real life entertainment. Prior
to that Francis served as Global Head of Licensing at Spotify, responsible for all music licensing with
record  labels,  publishers  and  collecting  societies.  Francis  was  previously  Global  Head  of  Digital
Business for Universal Music Group for nearly 10 years, spearheading the licensing of all new digital
music  services.  Francis  has  a  master’s  degree  in  mechanical  engineering  from  Imperial  College
London.

Disclaimer

This is a financial promotion and is not intended to be investment advice. The content of this announcement,
which has been prepared by and is the sole responsibility of the Company, has been approved by Cenkos
Securities plc (“Cenkos”) solely for the purposes of section 21(2)(b) of the Financial Services and Markets Act
2000 (as amended) (“FMSA”).

This announcement is an advertisement and does not constitute a prospectus and investors must subscribe for
or purchase any shares referred to in this announcement only on the basis of information contained in the
Prospectus published by the Company (and in any supplementary prospectus) and not in  reliance on this
announcement. Copies of the Prospectus may, subject to any applicable law, be obtained from the registered



office of the Company and will shortly be made available for viewing at the National Storage Mechanism at
https://data.fca.org.uk/#/nsm/nationalstoragemechanism and on the Company's website. This announcement
does not constitute, and may not be construed as, an offer to sell or an invitation to purchase investments of
any description or a recommendation regarding the issue or the provision of investment advice by any party.
No information set out in this announcement is intended to form the basis of any contract of sale, investment
decision or any decision to purchase shares in the Company.

Neither the content of the Company's website, nor the content on any website accessible from hyperlinks on
its  website  for  any other  website,  is  incorporated  into,  or  forms  part  of,  this  announcement  nor,  unless
previously published by means of an RIS announcement, should any such content be relied upon in reaching a
decision as to whether or not to acquire, continue to hold, or dispose of, securities in the Company.

The information in this announcement is for background purposes only and does not purport to be full or
complete. No reliance may be placed for any purpose on the information contained in this announcement or
its  accuracy or completeness.  The material  contained in this  announcement is  given as at  the date of  its
publication (unless otherwise marked) and is subject to updating, revision and amendment. In particular, any
proposals referred to herein are subject to revision and amendment.

Cenkos, which is authorised and regulated in the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority, is acting
exclusively  for  the  Company  and  for  no‐one  else  in  connection  with  the  matters  described  in  this
announcement and will not regard any other person (whether or not a recipient of the Prospectus) as its client
and will not be responsible to anyone for providing the protections afforded to its clients or providing any
advice in relation to the matters contained herein.

The Ordinary Shares of the Company have not been, and will not be, registered under the US Securities Act of
1933 (as amended) (the "Securities Act") or with any securities regulatory authority of any state or other
jurisdiction of the United States, and may not be offered or sold in the United States or to, or for the account
or  benefit  of,  US Persons absent registration or  an  exemption from registration under  the Securities  Act.
Moreover,  the  shares  of  the Company  have  not  been,  nor  will  they  be,  registered  under  the  applicable
securities laws of Australia, Canada, the Republic of South Africa, Japan or any member state of the EEA (other
than any member state of the EEA where the Ordinary Shares are lawfully marketed). Further, the Company is
not, and will not be, registered under the US Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended. The shares of the
Company will be offered and sold outside of the United States to non‐US Persons in reliance on the exemption
from the registration requirements  of  the Securities Act  provided by Regulation S thereunder.  Subject  to
certain exceptions, the shares of the Company may not be offered or sold in the United States, Australia,
Canada, the Republic of South Africa, Japan or any member state of the EEA (other than any member state of
the EEA where the Ordinary Shares are lawfully marketed) or to, or for the account or benefit of, any national,
resident or citizen of, the United States, Australia, Canada, the Republic of South Africa, Japan or any member
state of  the EEA (other than to professional  investors in  certain EEA member states for which marketing
approval  has  been obtained).  The Initial  Issue and any subsequent  placing under  the Placing Programme
("Subsequent Placings"), and the distribution of this announcement, in certain jurisdictions may be restricted
by law and accordingly persons into whose possession this announcement is received are required to inform
themselves about and to observe such restrictions.

There are, aside from certain provisions of the LOI, no legally binding agreements or arrangements in place in
respect  of  the proposed  acquisition  by  the Company of  the Pipeline  Investments.  The acquisition  of  the
Pipeline Investments is subject to the satisfaction of a number of conditions including: (i) the receipt of an
acceptable independent valuation and agreement on price; (ii) completion of satisfactory due diligence; (iii)
approval of the Board; (iv) approval of the limited partner advisory committee of Round Hill Fund One; and (v)
the negotiation and entering into of legally binding contractual documentation. There can be no guarantee or
assurance that these conditions will be satisfied or the Company will acquire the Pipeline Investments or any
of them.

The value of shares and the income from them is not guaranteed and can fall as well as rise due to stock
market and currency movements. When you sell your investment you may get back less than you originally
invested.  Figures  refer  to  past  performance  and  past  performance  should  not  be  considered  a  reliable
indicator of future results.

This announcement may include statements that are, or may be deemed to be, "forward‐looking statements".
These forward‐looking statements can be identified by the use of forward‐looking terminology, including the



terms "believes", "estimates", "anticipates", "expects", "intends", "may", "might", "will" or "should" or, in each
case,  their  negative  or  other  variations  or  similar  expressions.  All  statements  other  than  statements  of
historical facts included in this announcement, including, without limitation, those regarding the Company's
financial position, strategy, plans, proposed acquisitions and objectives, are forward‐looking statements.

Forward‐looking statements  are  subject  to  risks  and uncertainties  and,  accordingly,  the Company's  actual
future financial results and operational performance may differ materially from the results and performance
expressed in, or implied by, the statements. These factors include but are not limited to those described in the
Prospectus. These forward‐looking statements speak only as at the date of this announcement and cannot be
relied upon as a guide to future performance. Subject to their respective legal  and regulatory obligations
(including under the Prospectus Regulation Rules), the Company, Round Hill and/or Cenkos expressly disclaim
any obligations or undertaking to update or revise any forward‐looking statements contained herein to reflect
any change in expectations with regard thereto or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which
any such statement is based unless required to do so by law or any appropriate regulatory authority, including
FSMA,  the  Prospectus  Regulation  Rules,  the Disclosure  Guidance  and Transparency  Rules,  the Prospectus
Regulation and MAR.

None of the Company, Round Hill and/or Cenkos, or any of their respective affiliates, accepts any responsibility
or  liability  whatsoever  for,  or  makes  any  representation  or  warranty,  express  or  implied,  as  to  this
announcement, including the truth, accuracy or completeness of the information in this announcement (or
whether any information has been omitted from the announcement) or any other information relating to the
Company or associated companies, whether written, oral or in a visual or electronic form, and howsoever
transmitted or made available or for any loss howsoever arising from any use of the announcement or its
contents  or  otherwise  arising  in  connection  therewith.  The  Company,  Round  Hill  and  Cenkos,  and  their
respective affiliates, accordingly disclaim all  and any liability whether arising in tort,  contract or otherwise
which they might  otherwise  have in respect  of  this  announcement or its  contents or otherwise arising in
connection therewith.

INFORMATION TO DISTRIBUTORS

Solely  for  the  purposes  of  the  product  governance  requirements  contained  within:  (a)  EU  Directive
2014/65/EU on markets in financial instruments, as amended ("Directive 2014/65/EU"); (b) Articles 9 and 10
of  Commission  Delegated  Directive  (EU)  2017/593  supplementing  Directive  2014/65/EU;  and  (c)  local
implementing measures (together, the "MiFID II Product Governance Requirements"), and disclaiming all and
any liability, whether arising in tort, contract or otherwise, which any "manufacturer" (for the purposes of the
MiFID II Product Governance Requirements) may otherwise have with respect thereto, the Ordinary Shares
have been subject to a product approval process, which has determined that the Ordinary Shares to be issued
pursuant to the Initial Issue and Subsequent Placings are: (i) compatible with an end target market of retail
investors  and investors  who meet  the  criteria  of  professional  clients  and eligible  counterparties,  each  as
defined  in  Directive  2014/65/EU;  and  (ii)  eligible  for  distribution  through  all  distribution  channels  as  are
permitted by Directive 2014/65/EU (the "Target Market Assessment").  

Notwithstanding the Target Market Assessment, distributors should note that: (a) the price of the Ordinary
Shares may decline and investors could lose all  or  part  of their  investment; the Ordinary Shares offer no
guaranteed income and no capital protection; (b) an investment in the Ordinary Shares is compatible only with
investors who do not need a guaranteed income or capital protection, who (either alone or in conjunction with
an appropriate financial or other adviser) are capable of evaluating the merits and risks of such an investment
and who have sufficient resources to be able to bear any losses that may result therefrom, and (c) the Ordinary
Shares  will  be  admitted to  the Specialist  Fund Segment,  which  is  intended  for  institutional,  professional,
professionally  advised  and  knowledgeable  investors  who  understand,  or  who  have  been  advised  of,  the
potential  risk  from  investing  in  companies  admitted  to  the  Specialist  Fund  Segment.  The  Target  Market
Assessment is without prejudice to the requirements of any contractual, legal or regulatory selling restrictions
in relation to the issue. Furthermore, it is noted that, notwithstanding the Target Market Assessment, Cenkos
will only procure investors who meet the criteria of professional clients and eligible counterparties.

For the avoidance of doubt, the Target Market Assessment does not constitute: (a) an assessment of suitability
or appropriateness for the purposes of Directive 2014/65/EU; or (b) a recommendation to any investor or



group of investors to invest in, or purchase, or take any other action whatsoever with respect to the Ordinary
Shares.

Each distributor is responsible for undertaking its own Target Market Assessment in respect of the Ordinary
Shares and determining appropriate distribution channels.

PRIIPS REGULATION

In accordance with the PRIIPs Regulation, a Key Information Document in respect of the Ordinary Shares has
been prepared by Round Hill and is available to investors at www.roundhillmusicroyaltyfund.com.  If you
are distributing the Ordinary  Shares,  it  is  your  responsibility  to ensure that  the relevant  Key Information
Document is provided to any clients that are "retail clients".

Round Hill  is the only manufacturer of the Ordinary Shares for the purposes of the PRIIPs Regulation and
Cenkos is not a manufacturer for these purposes. Cenkos makes no representations, express or implied, or
accepts any responsibility whatsoever for the contents of any Key Information Documents prepared by Round
Hill  nor  does  it  accept  any  responsibility  to  update  the  contents  of  any  Key  Information  Documents  in
accordance with the PRIIPs Regulation, to undertake any review processes in relation thereto or to provide
such Key Information Documents to future distributors of Ordinary Shares. Cenkos and its affiliates accordingly
disclaim all and any liability whether arising in tort or contract or otherwise which it or they might have in
respect of any Key Information Documents prepared by Round Hill.


